Chiropractic 2.0
Adjusting to Neutral
Cervicals

*Transcript summary of talk at ECU2022

What does the future of Chiropractic look like?
•

How could Chiropractic be better?

•

Get our patients to 90% faster

•

Why does it take so long?

•

We are not fixing things as efficiently or effectively as we potentially could.

•

We should see lasting changes in joints. If the subluxation is there two days later, we
probably didn’t fix it.

•

We can make lasting changes if we understand the precise nature of the problem. This
requires a deep dive into joint mechanics and how it is compromised by trauma.

•

If we truly fix a joint we can also likely resolve the concomitant issues such as
degeneration, irritation, pain, tension and postural changes.

What is a joint problem?
•

Misalignment- Joints are not centred

•

Muscle imbalance- Poor resting and functional balance of the agonist and antagonist. If one muscle is
excessively activated, it will inhibit it’s antagonist at a local level. This can happen in both intrinsic and
extrinsic muscles.

•

Changes in muscle activation (tone, reactivity, strength)- Alterations in the ability of the muscle to contract with
the precise speed and power of the neurologic command. This can be in either concentric or eccentric motions.

•

Poor muscle layer coordination- The deep intrinsic muscles that stabilise the joint and the superficial extrinsic
muscles that move the joint are not working in coordination.

•

Failure of muscular energy absorption- The ability to eccentrically contract with a high level of control is
essential to absorb forces and to maintain effective holding capacities.

•

Aberrant motion- Too little motion, too much motion or bio-mechanically compromised motion.

•

Secondary compromises (neurologic, muscular, etc.)- Changes in strength, posture, movement, flexibility and
endurance.

The effect of trauma on muscles
•

Trauma is the effect of a force greater than the body’s ability to resist. It varies from person to person and from joint to
joint. A high level of function means we have a high capacity to resist greater and greater forces from many vector
angles.

•

A normal response to being driven away from neutral is to slow the motion by orchestrating a pattern of muscle
activation to bring us back to neutral. Failure to achieve this results in the joint being driven further toward the end
range and sometimes beyond the end range. This can lead to stress or damage of the joint itself or of supporting soft
tissue structures.

•

There is a top limit of muscular resistance that we can manage safely. If the force or load is beyond this limit and we
have the same response to contract, we would tear the muscles or tendons. A secondary response is necessary.

•

Beyond the speed/load limit of the muscle we have a secondary protective response to relax the muscles resisting that
force. This allows us to preserve the integrity of the muscle without tearing, however this mechanism has a somewhat
lasting effect on normal muscle function thereafter.

•

A chiropractic HVLA stretch works in a similar way to therapeutically change the resting state of the muscle. This is an
effective way to decrease the activity and tone of a tight muscle.

•

An HVLA thrust on an already weakened muscle may not be a good thing as it is will further decrease its ability to
contract normally.

Resetting the gain
•

A very high velocity stretch generates a rapid, high load on the muscle which shifts the proprioceptive bias to the golgi tendon
organ. This elicits the protective mechanism of relaxation of the muscle by resetting its gain (or resting length and reactivity).

•

A reset muscle has a lower tone and lesser reactivity leaving the muscle less able to contract as strongly.

•

This is the mechanism of muscle weakness following a high velocity traumatic stretch to a muscle but also the same
mechanism employed by a chiropractic adjustment to decrease the tone of an excessively tight muscle.

•

This has a short term effect on voluntary/extrinsic muscles. Post stretch; as muscles are consciously and specifically
neurologically activated, they return to their previous state of tone. This is good if the muscle has been traumatised since it will
return to normal function in a couple days as you use it. However, if we are applying this mechanism in our treatments to tight
extrinsic muscles, it will not last and we will find the tension returns unless we dive deeper into the mechanism of that
hypertension. Bear in mind that the hypertension of extrinsic muscles may be a compensation for intrinsic weakness.

•

There is a long lasting effect on reflexive/involuntary muscles. Primarily, these are the intrinsic stabilising muscles. Since these
muscles are controlled as a group in a homologous column and not under conscious control, we lack the ability to switch on the
specific fibres for an individual joint. Thus a de-calibration of one muscle (via a resetting of its gain) cannot be naturally
resolved or re-calibrated by voluntary activity of the individual. A traumatised intrinsic muscle with a reset gain will function
less than its peers in the homologous chain since its reactivity will be less and the contractile output will also be less. This is the
basis of intrinsic weakness and joint instability following a physical trauma. We do not have a direct way to turn this muscle
back on.

Changes in Stability and Calibration
•

Loss of intrinsic stability. Following a trauma that resets the gain of an intrinsic muscle, it
has a lesser tone, lesser reactivity and less strength. As the body neurologically calls on these
muscles to contract to provide stability, these de-calibrated muscles fail.

•

The control of intrinsic muscles is via a neurologically homologous column. This means that
many grouped muscles are all switched on together from the same nuclei rather than each
muscle having an individuated and specific control. The gain of the reset muscle in this
chain is de-calibrated from the others and cannot output the same degree of contraction as its
peer muscles in the joints above and below. This means that there will be a reduced capacity
to stabilise that joint in the vector which the specific affected muscle fibre operates.

•

Loss of calibration has a negative effect on the proprioceptive feedback signals to the brain.
If the brain gives a command to move in a certain way and the joint fails to move in that
exact way, the proprioceptive signal back to the brain varies from its expectation. This
proprioceptive error affects our ability to know where we are and which way the joint is
moving.

Changes in Proprioception and
Compensations
•

A decrease in proprioception from less motion and proprioceptive errors will negatively affect our ability to detect motion
accurately. This compromises our capacity to respond quickly and will result in a greater amplitude of motion before
correction. This is common to see in older people as their bodies accumulate unresolved proprioceptive problems. Their
bodies wobble more and they are more likely to suffer falls.

•

A traumatised, reset muscle is less capable of strong contraction. It is also less capable of inhibiting its antagonist, thus the
antagonist will increase in tone. Secondly, as the antagonist increases in tone, it further inhibits the traumatised reset
muscle. Again, due to the lack of individuated or voluntary control of intrinsic muscles, this imbalance and de-calibration
with its peers will persist over time. This presents a stability challenge for the body every time the joint moves in the
vector of the trauma.

•

Extrinsic compensation for intrinsic weakness. Our body will recruit the next layer of muscles which can offer the closest
functional effect of the weak intrinsic muscle. This works fairly well to limit the motion into the traumatised, weakened
vector however does have negative secondary consequences on the biomechanics of the joint. Taking away the extrinsic
compensation will leave the joint unstable again. There will be a short lived increase in gross motion at the cost of
stability. Since these stretches often adjust the joint into the trauma vector, they potentially further weaken the joint.

What we typically do
•

Load muscles at the end range

•

Stretch intrinsic and extrinsic muscles

•

Treatment is not specific to the traumatised level (generally adjusting many
joints at once)

•

Thrust in direction of original trauma, often with un-coupled rotation

•

Likely removing protective extrinsic tension

•

This has the potential to further weaken the intrinsic stabilisers while not
offering a long term solution to the functional issues
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•

Resolve inhibition of traumatised intrinsic muscle. How?

•

Reset the gain of the antagonist. Since the tight antagonist is actively inhibiting the traumatised and
weakened intrinsic muscle, resetting the gain of that muscle to a lower tone and state of reactivity will
also reduce it’s inhibition (of the agonist).

•

Balance of intrinsic stabilising muscles. A resolution of the excessive intrinsic antagonist muscle
tension will allow the joint to rest at neutral.

•

Calibration of joints. With the local agonist/antagonist imbalance resolved, the previously weakened,
traumatised intrinsic muscle will have a functional capacity which is more calibrated to its peers in the
homologous column

•

Decreased error signals. With a local balance of intrinsic muscles and a calibration with the paired
intrinsics above and below, the joint should move as directed and give accurate proprioceptive
feedback to the brain

•

Less compensation. If the intrinsic stabilisers are working well, there is no need for extrinsic muscle
tension to compensate for lack of stability. They should return to a normal tone quickly.

How do we do it?
•

HVLA stretch to the traumatised muscle’s antagonist

•

Drive toward neutral. We will feel resistance from the antagonist. The adjustment is
directed to a specific and singular joint in a very precise vector. If we direct an HVLA
thrust to a tight muscle that is preventing the joint from returning to neutral and we reset
its gain, it will decrease the resistance coming back to neutral. If the antagonist is an
intrinsic muscle, it will have a long term result, effectively resolving the condition created
by the trauma.

•

The setup is a matter of taking the joint from it’s subluxated position and driving it back
toward neutral. Interestingly, this should be the exact opposite vector to that of the trauma.

•

Adjustment requires some rotation in the setup to get the joint to the subluxated position
however the HVLA thrust is only in translation.

Rotation
•

Axis of rotation 90 degrees to the plane of action

•

Controlled by coordinated concentric and eccentric
contraction of muscles

•

Highly dependent in intrinsic balance

•

Axis of rotation will shift toward the tension of the
subluxation

Translation
•

Pure translation is a vector

•

Very important in shock absorption

•

Multifidus is super important in posture and stability

•

Trauma compromises translation resistance

Example of left anterior
subluxation
•

In a trauma that drove the joint anterior and left, the right multifidus is
reset, long and weak allowing the joint to translate left anterior without
sufficient and appropriate resistance.

•

An antagonist such as the anterior scalene on the left could be uninhibited
allowing for its tone to increase. As the antagonist tone increases, it
further inhibits the multifidus.

•

There will be a palpable resistance in bringing the joint back toward
neutral

•

Using an HVLA thrust on the antagonist will reduce its tone and reactivity
allowing the joint to return to a neutral resting state. This also will reduce
the inhibition of the multifidus allowing it to contract more easily and in
coordination with it’s homologues.

Demonstration of
Adjusting to Neutral
•

Step one: Set up with the affected joint in the traumatised position. The
joint will go easily into this position since the intrinsic muscles tone
imbalances will be pulling it that way.

•

Step two: Find the vector of resistance. As we apply a gentle pressure
back toward neutral we will feel a muscular resistance.

•

Step three: With the joint held in the subluxated position by one hand
and the other hand applying a gentle tissue tension on the muscle
resisting the joint coming back to neutral, we drive back to neutral with
our thumb contact.

Setup tips:

1. Offside Hand
Side of joint laterality
Index and middle fingers on side of vertebrae, fourth and fifth fingers around base of head.
Roll head to same side
Index and middle fingers press up rotating joint to that side (looks like lateral flexion)
Explore the areas up and down the neck gently pressing up at each level
What joint level does it easily pop up and peak without resistance?
Not looking for tension
Looking for the least resistance
This is the traumatised position
2. Adjusting hand
Where is there resistance palpating back toward neutral?
Thumb pad on the other side of neck on the laminae
Thumb on the bone below the two fingers of the other hand
Hold the joint with these three fingers of both hands
Creating a very gentle pressure toward the midline feel how much resistance there is
Gently search for the vector of most resistance while simultaneously feeling for least resistance with the offside hand
Change your vector by moving your elbow, taking the joint with you as you fine tune the setup
Remember that the two fingers are always feeling for ease and the thumb is palpating for resistance
You can also make small changes to the head position
3. Adjust
First stop and relax
With the offside hand give a small amount of pre-adjustment traction toward the top of the head
Release a short and strong thrust with the thumb toward the midline
Your drive is translating the lower bone under the upper bone
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